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INTRODUCTION
This report presents the results of the projects of the 5th

Green.Building.Solutions. Summer University from July 25th unti l

August 1 6th, 201 5. This course took place in and around Vienna,

and involved 35 international students from 20 different countries

with academic or professional background in architecture, civi l

engineering, energy and urban planning or similar fields. The

course is based on lectures and excursions in the first and second

week, in the third and last week the theoretical knowledge was

transferred into a practical design study in groups. The field of

participants was divided into six groups with around five to six

persons with a different expertise background. I t was important

that in each group there was an architect and an engineer to make

sure to meet the given demands.

PROJECT ASSIGNMENT

For this year’s final project work the goal was to design a zero or

plus energy building refurbishment for one building of the 1 960’s

housing complex ‘Franz-Glaserer-Hof’ in Hackingerstraße 30-36 in

the 1 4th district. The sustainable development principles of social,

economic and ecological sustainabil ity had to be integrated. The

currently unused attic storey had to be converted into l iving units. A

renewable energy supply to achieve annual zero energy balance

(e.g. photovoltaic panels, solar thermal, heat pumps, etc.),

ecological construction materials and social architecture needed to

be implemented into the building design. The design solution was

to keep affordabil ity in mind, as i l lustrated by the l ife cycle cost

analysis. In addition to architectural qualities, ecological bui lding

materials and smart building technologies are to be implemented.

Site-generated surplus energy had to be shown in the proposal

supporting the mobil ity of the inhabitants, i .e. e-bikes and electric

cars. Each team had to submit detai led drawings for one building

on one A0 page and present their ideas and concepts in front of

the audiance, consisting of al l participants, a jury as well as other

interested people l ike lecturers of the summer programm. The

results of these deliveries are summarized in this report.



PROJECT GROUP 1

Daria Pugacheva (Russia)

Tul le Mall Kul l (Estonia)

Marc Auerbach (Austria)

Jake Papineau (Canada)

Carmen Vincente Inigo (Spain)

Wojciech Maciejewski (Poland)

CONCEPT

Minimizing primary energy and heating

demand as well as reduction of CO2 balance

while improving user comfort and even

generating surplus energy is the aim of this

project. I t integrates technologies l ike PV,

solar-thermal, ground source water-water heat

pumps and thick insulation to achieve

significant energy savings. I t takes a fairly

hol istic approach; therefore it considers

environmental, economic and social

dimensions.

ENVIRONMENTAL

While it is important to preserve natural

spaces, it is also important that these spaces

are activated. People are encouraged to use

these greenspaces to play, relax, to interact

with nature or to garden.

While systems and materials selected for the

renovation are based upon the notion to

minimize impacts in the construction stage and

not to harm the environment, this eco-friendly

design dramatical ly reduces the amount of

energy that is consumed for heating and

cooling.

ECONOMIC

Cost effective systems and materials are used,

while also seeking to minimize environmental

impacts and energy consumption. By

redesigning the basement floorplate and

adding new retai l opportunities, this building

may become a small-scale retai l hub for the

surrounding area. In providing the basic

infrastructure, people might be more attracted

to the area. Adding new attic units wil l directly

add to revenues.

SOCIAL

The retrofit of this building should make

inhabitants aware about the value in increasing

social activity at the ground level. New public

spaces and also performances and organized

events taking place at these spaces could

enhance interactions between new, interested

visitors and inhabitants of the building.



BRIDGING THE GAP

The area of the Franz-Glaser-Hof seems to be

a as an ‘in-between’ space between the busy

city, the Danube Canal and the more rural,

forested, sparsely populated area of Vienna.

Due to this disjointed urban identity, the space

lacks its own special character. The design

strategy il lustrates ways how the “gap” could

be bridged and life could be brought back into

the area. The focus in the design process was

laid on the social aspects of the area and its

development. The new attic apartments were

designed to be owned by a cooperative

housing group of young famil ies. Shadow

studies, available solar radiation analysis and

annual grid electricity consumption showed a

huge potential to reduce energy consumption

by using solar thermal heating/hot water

system and PV-modules to produce electricity.

Further measueres included the instal lment of

new windows as well as smart l ightning

solutions l ike interior and exterior motion

sensors and solar l ighting. The prior material

used for the renovation was wood, besides

that recycled shipping containers were planned

for creating room for indoor sports, community

activities and merchandize options. The vision

was, that the current residents and the new

famil ies wil l learn to enjoy each other’s

company and work together to improve their

shared landscape, which wil l include more

space for natural landscape playgrounds,

urban gardening and social gathering spaces.

In addition to the exterior spaces, the design

incorporates a communal green roof for

community gardens.

PROJECT GROUP 2

Sarah Atef (Egypt)

Patrick Browne (Ireland)

Christina Eireiner (Austria)

Corinna Janz (German)

Megan Lloyd (Canada)

Ricardo Roldán (Costa Rica)

Dawa Zangmo (Bhutan)



PROJECT GROUP 3

DESIGN CONCEPT

The basic idea for the design of the building is

a grid system as surface on the building. While

famil ies l iving in these units are regarded as

cells of the community, the re-colorization of

buildings should bring new life to that dul l

environment. Careful ly colored detai ls bring

certain freshness to the architectural

appearance of the site. This idea is also

implemented in different zones of the exterior:

agricultural, water and gardening areas as well

as playgrounds and spaces for recreation

should be implemented. Refurbishment of

containers on the site and the instal lment of

additional recycled shipping containers are

suggested. These could be transferred into

commercial space (cafés, l ittle shops. . . ) and

also serve as meeting point in the center

including park benches, play area and water

fountain.

THE BUILDING

Planned energy efficient measures include a

biomass auxil iary heating system, a

geothermal heat pump (30°C output

temperature in heating mode and with possible

cooling mode in summer), condensation

simulation on radiators and 35cm OBS

Insulation.

THEMAL SIMULATIONS

Using simplified geometries, heating demand,

solar gains and daylight requirements were

calculated. The energy & CO2 balance show,

that annual CO2 production can be reduced to

740 kg CO2 per person. Following a thermal

comfort analysis a massive wood construction

for the penthouse units is suggested, which

provides a great air quality also because of the

property of absorbing and releasing humidity in

the indoor environment.

Samuel Letel l ier-Duchesne (Canada)

Olga Kolodiy (Israel)

Daniel Murphy (Ireland)

Taoo Chayanin Vorayotsri (Thailand)

Hongshan Guo (China)

Andrey Lyamin (Russia)



The design of the renovation is based on

diverse calculations concerning energie

production and consumtion. An impact

assessment of the retrofitted building

components and the environmental

performance of the building show a reduction

of heating energy demand, reduction in CO2

emissions and reduction of primary energy

demand. Therefore - as an example -

control led venti lation wil l be sufficient for heat

recovery and is able to recover up to 65%,

instead of the given decentral ized natural gas

heating combined with hot water system.

Central heating is applied, that integrates

various technologies such as solar thermal

(1 40m2 on rooftop), biomass boiler (pel lets)

and hot water storage (5m3=5000 liter).

Concerning U-values (exterior wall , windows,

ceil ing and basement floor) as well as air

tightness this is a favorable opportunity that

results in a major reduction of energy demand.

420 m² photovoltaic modules are instal led on

the roof to provide additional energy. Interior

completion of the attic provides two- and one-

room apartments as well as studios. The

staircase refurbishment provides handicapped

people access to the building. To improve

social l iving quality, several public recreational

and green areas are planned.

PROJECT GROUP 4

Morteza Nikravan (Iran)

Zahra Raeisi (I ran)

Markus Simhandl (Austria)

Henny Kusumaningrum

(Indonesia)

Ali Reza (India)

Gehad Elkenany (Egypt)



PROJECT GROUP 5

Andrej Zviarok (Belarus)

Karma Euthra (Bhutan)

Marcela Gutierrez (Colombia)

Eduardo Macedo (Brazil)

Mohamed Ragheb (Egypt)

This group focused on the preservation of the

original idea for social housing while increasing

the number of apartments. The garden

character of the area should be preserved and

developed to enhance quality of l ife for the

inhabitants. Community areas were to be

instal led and the application of new

technologies should guarantee improved

energy efficiency. Further measures include

acoustic isolation of the floors, timber frames

for the new structures, prefabricated new

facade with passive windows and instal lment

of renewed balconies. Technical detai ls and

results of enery assements see on the right.

HEAT PUMP SYSTEM

Data:

- Refrigerant: R1 34a

- Power: 45 KW

- COP: 5

- Used: Ground water

- Produced: warm water for residence and

heating

New heating energy demand:

1 3,8 KWh/(m2a)

PHOTOVOLTAIC SYSTEM

Data:

- Model: FSM-300

- Power: 300 W (one panel)

- Solar cel ls: Grade A

- Orientation: South, 37o

- Battery capacity: 200 A.h

- Area: 970 m2

Produced energy:

222990 KWh/a

2.Floor: 6 apartments

1 .Floor: 8 apartments



Eight students again had the chance to gain

experience in insulation of exterior walls in

passive house standard together with the STO

Foundation. The foundation supports young

people in their technical and academic

qualification in the building sector. The hands-

on workshop lasted four days, experienced

trainers showed the technical execution of

thermal bridge free detai ls on wall models

which have been built jointly by the course

apprentices (students and craftsman). Wall

models of the workshop located at TU were

presented to al l participants of GBS. The

workflow of the hands-on days was constituted

as fol lows:

1st Day

- Introduction

- Mark plinth section apply primer coating 2x

- Waterproof moisture and splashwater

protection

- Measure and cut XPS-perimeter boards

- Apply with cement-based adhesive

2nd Day

- Cut and apply EPS-boards

- Instal l prefabricated EPS-elements for

window lintel with recess for external bl inds

- Add sealing tape and apply seal bead on

window frame

- Fit in guide rail for window sil l and apply EPS-

wedge for window sil l and apply seal tape

- Embed mesh and waterproof primer coat on

surface

3rd Day

- grind insulation boards for smooth surface

- fi l l joints with Polyurethane fi l l ing foam

- mark positions, dri l l dowels fi l l holes with

foam or dowel-caps

- mark position for fixing elements

- cut out and apply elements and cut angle

bead mesh, apply mineral bonding basecoat

- embed reinforcement mesh and angle bead

mesh elements, skim with reinforcing mortar

4th Day

- grind bonding mortar surface

- apply stippled render with trowel, skim

surface unti l grain size is even

- smooth surfaces with plastic trowel for a

consistent surface and apply window sil l

PROJECT GROUP STO

Alexandra Bolshakova (Russia)

Corinna Janz (Germany)

Wojciech Maciejewski (Poland)

Alexander Kunart (Germany)

Mikalai Labkovich (Belarus)

Benny Borgwardt (Germany)

Ali Reza (India)

Kristina-Laura Schmitt (Germany)





Final ly regarded one can say that the participants of the

Green.Building.Solutions. Summer University 201 5 had a common

thread in the results of their project-works. The thought of

sustainabil ity was emphasized with huge interest which provides

the graduates with the chance to apply their gained knowledge for

future projects. Thus there was certainly a learning effect which

definitely opened the horizon of the graduates not only in the field

of sustainable building-design but also in innovative concepts and

interdiscipl inary group work.

RESUME



Green.Building.Solutions. is back in 2016.

Visit our website at www.summer-university.net!
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